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OFF-ROAD

ADVENTURE
In Kashmir, the lesser-known places are almost never travelled because of
rough terrains. A group of adventure lovers took the challenge to explore these
terrains. Aquib Bhat accompanied the group to capture this adventure called
Kashmir Off-Road. 		
			
			 (on page 4 & 5)

Photojournalism: Shooting Melancholy
From the Chief Editor

The department has the pleasure to bring to you
Samanbal for this month. This copy takes you to
an exquisite adventure known as Kashmir offroad. The group of adventure lovers with their 4x4
machines travel to places almost undiscovered
and unexplored. The pictures speak for itself.
As they say passion is the name of the game, same
passion is required when you are in the profession
of Journalism. To keep people informed,
journalists have faced tough times, especially in
today’s world where conflict and violence comes
easy, the risks are real for them. It is never easy
to be on ground with pen/paper or a camera and
report or shoot.
In the same context, we have a first hand
narrative from our student who has a passion for
photography. She writes about her passion and
has been facing it all with strength and dedication.
Her work has appeared in Washington Post, The
Sun, Al Arab and The World Weekly.
Happy Reading!
				
			
(Dr. Asif Khan)
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Masrat Zahra
Photojournalism is profession of the brave, the passionate and
of those who are committed to the mission of bringing forth
information that is fair, important and accurate. I always wanted
to go and live in a place, where no one else dared to go, like war
zones and conflict zones. I wanted to cover in-depth stories as I
can’t accept that tragedies can be silenced simply because no one
dares to narrate them.
Women, choosing the field of conflict or war photography is
relatively new development in our part of the world. But women
still are a minority in this male dominated profession. They
can often bring something unique to their pictures. A female
photojournalist can tell stories that are hidden from the male eyes,
or otherwise may never be covered.
It was my first conflict assignment and I was not prepared. There
were many questions that I was asking myself like: What if I
get killed and what if my parents excommunicate me? But my
apprehensions vanished when I actually went to the field and
covered my first subject.
Before I click a photograph, I try to build a rapport with my
subject whenever possible because pictures express emotion
and emotions are intimate. So I always look for that intimate
moment that says it all. I remember the day when I travelled to
Pulwama district of south Kashmir. I was with my colleagues,
all of them males. It was sunny afternoon. I went to shoot the
family of Firdous Ahmad Khan, a labourer by profession who
was killed in a firing incident at Kakpora village in Pulwama. I
was first time covering a civilian killing and its aftermath.
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Being a female, it was very hard for me to cover this story.
I had to control my emotions.
We were on motorcycles. When we reached the village
I was terrified. Empty streets and closed shops. An eerie
calm prevailed. Hardly anyone was seen on road. We
didn’t know the exact address of victim’s house. I saw a
young lady near a water canal. I asked my colleague to
stop the motor cycle. I stepped down and asked her the
address. She pointed towards a house on the left side of
the road. It was not far. As I entered into the
lawn I heard women wailing and lamenting.
My heart started pounding. I put my cell phone
in my bag as we entered the house.
A few men were sitting in a room and among
them was Firdous’s elder brother. He sat
with his back against the wall, looking at
the ceiling, lost in thoughts. He was silent
until someone jolted him by calling his name
“Firdous”. His eyes welled up and he said in a
croaky voice, “My brother was a labourer, he
was not involved in stone pelting nor was he
protesting. He didn’t have a gun or a stone in
his hand. He was just standing there and they
shot him.” He was sobbing. It was hard to see
a man cry like that. It made me realize how
fragile this conflict has made us.
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Firdous Ahmad’s widow Rukhsana was in
another room. She was in the ninth month of
her pregnancy. While walking through the
corridor, I could hear wailing women; their
voices sent chills down my spine. Rukhsana,
accompanied by another woman was sitting
with her back against the wall. She was lost
in the world of agony. The lady sitting next
to her said, “Rukhsana’s ninth month started
on that fateful day when Firdous fell to the
army bullets”. I was shocked. I had come
here to document the story, click pictures
but now I was lost. The room was filled
with gloom. Suddenly another lady entered
the room with Firdous’s two year old
daughter, Falak. She put her in front of her
mother. Falak picked a hand fan and started
waving it to comfort her mother. Rukhsana shifted her gaze
from window to her daughter. While looking at her daughter,
she tried to cover her sadness with a smile. Her smile was the
symbol of hope and courage amid the catastrophe that had
befallen her. I grabbed the camera and managed to click some
pictures. Other people from the locality also started coming
into the room. Soon it was getting crowded and we decided
to leave.
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Off-road adventure
Aquib Bhat
Kashmir Off-Road is the first initiative by Ali Sajid, a young Kashmiri adventurer. He started the project in 2016
independently but has now collaborated with J&K Department of Tourism to promote unknown off road destinations.
This photo feature has captured the travel of off road cavalcade at different locations in Kashmir.

Yousmarg Upper reaches
Yousmarg stream

Near Affarvat Mountains, Gulmarg

Yousmarg Jungles
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Crossing stream in Yousmarg

On the far side of Gulmarg meadows
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Zabarwan Hills
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Chadoora Forests

Chadoora Upper reaches
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Rohingyas in Kashmir
The stories of warmth and support

Mohsina Yaseen
Srinagar: Kashmir itself being a conflict ridden
area has been a warm shelter for Rohingyas. In
the outskirts of Srinagar, Khimber area is hosting
18 Rohingya families from last four years. These
families are living in three buildings, each building
consisting of around six flats. Each flat is having a
kitchen, a bedroom and a bathroom.
The refugees Khursheeda, Safoora and Yasmeena
spent time in encouraging each other. Yasmeena
tries to reach out to her kith and kin in Myanmar
every few hours on phone but the connection
mostly is lost. When she first heard of the upsurge
in Myanmar in 2017 since
then she has spent countless
hours trying to reach her
parents. She is desperate to
hear their voices. “I can’t
sleep anymore. My parents
may be dead. My father was
in jail since 2012, my mom
preferred to stay back at
home. Now suddenly there is
no place to call home.”
She also said, “It’s not easy
to isolate yourself from your
family. What happened to
me, I don’t want the same
things to happen to my kids.
I want a better life for my kids.”
“We had farms, a home and livestock. Look where
we are now - a family with no savings, no hope and
no future if this continues. The moment I crossed
Bangladesh borders, I lost all hopes to go back to my
homeland in my lifetime.”
All of them shared similar stories. Watching family
members get murdered, went hungry for days, and
witnessed their homes burned down.
Males of the community work as laborers and females
work as domestic help in the neighborhood in order
to support their families. Among 18 families, two
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women work as tailors.“Our parents did their best to
feed the family, take care of everything but there was
nothing out there. We are from Myanmar but have no
documents to testify that fact,” said Safoora. “The
hardest part of life is being a refugee”, she added.
According to media reports, the Burmese government
considers Muslims as illegal migrants and inflicts
all kinds of violence and torture on them. Forced
labor, land confiscation, forced relocation, and
tightly restricted movement are some examples of
every ones daily life there. Taxes were imposed on
Muslims.
Safoora said, “For burying a Muslim and to slaughter
a cattle we had to pay a huge tax to the government.
Muslims had to give one-fourth
of their agricultural produce to
the government without any
compensation.” “We want to
see our homeland in peace, we
want to go back but situation
is not favorable. All we can do
now is to pray for the safety of
those back home,” she added.
Khursheeda too has a tragedy to
share. “I have lost my brother,
brother-in-law, cousins in
recent turmoil. We left Burma
in 2012 and managed to reach
Jammu. We found it safe so
decided to stay here. But one
year ago we came to Kashmir as majority here are
Muslims. In Jammu we were afraid of getting killed.
We hope that our homeland may become peaceful so
that we may return there.”
Most of the families have either lost their members
in Myanmar or seen their loved ones getting killed
in front of them. As elders of the refugee community
narrated their heart-rending stories and their children
looked on with hope. A faint, half-smile on their
faces showed how much hopeful they are in quest of
a better future.
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Losing by the haircut
Rouf Fida
Shopian: “My daily earnings would feed my sevenmember family and now it can’t feed even me.”
These words of Jabaar Hajam, a 58-year-old barber
of Keegam Shopian show his economic condition
for which he blames the changing hairstyles, nonlocal barbers and new equipment.
Jabaar is in this profession since 1985. He uses
traditional tools for cutting and shaving which now
became over dated. This leads to fewer footfalls of
customers on his shop. Jabaar said that he only knows
simple traditional hairstyles and is not acquainted
with new ones. This is why only aged customers
visit his shop. This is the story of many Jabaar-like
Kashmiri barbers who have lost
their business because they failed
to upgrade their skill set. They
are not losing their trade only but
their status too. “Any barber in our
locality was a coveted person and
was treated like a doctor. He would
do circumcision and would also
remove infected tooth,” said Bashir
Lone, an old customer of barber
Abdul Samad Hajam of Shurmaal
Shopian. Samad has a barbershop
in the main market. His shop is
small and smells of tobacco. The
shop was last time painted in 1998
and since then its walls have amassed layers of
stains and dirt. The shop according to Samad was
the ‘first’ barbershop of the district. He said, “We
are professional barbers. My forefathers used to
roam in villages and town for work. But I was the
first barber in the entire Shopian district to have a
shop. All others used to roam in streets and villages
for work. Arrival of non-local barbers in big number
has adversely affected our earnings and esteem.”
In 2003 Samad purchased a Maruti-800 car but
because of squeezing income, he had to sell off
that in 2011. Kashmiri barbers don’t get enough
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customers as youngsters mostly prefer young and
skilled, non-local barbers who can give them modern
and fashionable haircuts. The traditional skill set
and unpopularity forced local barbers to cut down
their rates. “I used to have almost 30 customers
per day and now I hardly have five. The non-local
barbers charge 40 rupees for cutting and 30 rupees
for shaving. I only charge 25 rupees for cutting and
15 rupees for shaving,” said Abdul Majeed, a street
barber.
On the other hand, huge rush of people particularly
youth can be seen in barbershops run by non-locals.
“It is instinctive, even though I have to wait for hours
for my turn at a non-local barber shop but because
my friends go there, I also prefer to go there only,”

said Arshid Rather, a student of local University.
Many Kashmiri barbers are now forced to keep nonlocals in their shop as partners or as apprentice.
“Today’s youth find me inept, which has forced
me to keep some non-local barbers in my shop
for youngsters,” said Mushtaq Ahmad, a barber of
Padapawan Shopian.
New trends and competition has made survival for
many local barbers difficult. Many have changed
their profession. Some have turned their barbershops
into general stores and some have given their shops
on rent.
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Decorating feelings with Mehndi
Arjumand Andarabi
Srinagar: Womenfolk across the world find Mehndi
(Henna) art tempting. Special occasions especially
marriages are incomplete without Mehndi. Bride’s hands
and feet are decorated with it and girls also get their hands
decorated. Besides attracting people, Henna art has a
cultural importance in folklore.
“Decorating my hands with Mehndi is not just a form of
art, I am emotionally connected to it. When I am gloomy,
it distracts me from the negative emotions and brings
tranquility to my soul,” said Pakeeza, a college student.
Mehndi is a paste created from the powdered dry leaves
plucked from henna plant. It is used to tattoo decorative
designs on body. Usually Mehndi is packed in the form of
cones, tubes, powder etc.
“People of all age groups love this art and love to
decorate their hands, arms and feet with various designs,”
said Sabah, a Mehndi artist.
There are various beautiful designs which enhance the
beauty of girls. “I love to see my hands and arms covered
with the beautiful decorative designs of Mehndi. It
beautifies my hands and makes them look more pretty,”
said Fatimah, a homemaker.
Amarjeet presently works at a beauty parlour in
Gonikhan, Srinagar. He has been practicing this art for
nine years and has also worked in different parlours
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in Mumbai. While sharing his experience, Amarjeet
said, “In marriage season and on religious occasions
in Kashmir, our demand increases. Nowadays it has
become a fashion in Kashmir, whether it is a marriage
occasion, any other party or Eid. In the month of
Ramzan, we hardly find any work and we are mostly
off.” He said that practicing Mehndi art is the only
source of their livelihood. The charges for brides
range from 1500 to 5000 rupees and normal range
start from 150 rupees.
“We can hardly find natural Mehndi in the market
these days,” said Amarjeet. He further
added that they imported Mehndi
from Mumbai on special demand of
customers and they also used a special
kind of oil which made the impressions
made by common henna last longer.
When it comes to Kashmir mostly girls
get excited over the name of Mehndi
even if there is no special occasion.
“I do not wait for the occasions for
Mehndi designing. I love to decorate
my hands with it at any time,” said
Sabah, a college student.
The tradition of Mehndi art has been in
vogue for centuries. The actual place of
origin of Mehndi art is not known but
its assumed to be Egypt.
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